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Computational verb theory (CVT) is a new discipline which has been sucessfully 
applied to many engineering, social and fiancial problems. In the last decade, the 
research activities in CVT have been growing up rapidly and shown big theoretical 
potentials and flexibilities of applications. With the help of methods provided by CVT, 
in this thesis three subjects, including linguistics、dynamics and game theory, were 
studied from computational verb perspectives, which make constructive attempts of 
modeling the evolution of verbs in Chinese、optimizing parameters of chaotic control 
and modeling dynamics of game theory. 
The major work and innovations of this thesis are as follows: 
1、Combined with the merge and split of the semantic meaning of verbs to study 
a branch of physical linguistics. Namely, applying evolution functions provided by 
CVT to model new verbs, then simulate them and analyze the changes of their 
semantic meanings during the processes of merge or split. Thus, interactions between 
verbs during their evolving processes were explored based on qualitative analysis of 
dynamics. 
2、In this thesis, a two-dimensional discrete game model of real estate price 
dynamic behaviors, which are derived from real national-wise situations, was studied. 
The results show that the Nash equilibrium of the system loses its stability because of 
bifurcation and finally lead to chaos with the change of model parameters. Based on 
delay feedback control, simulations of CVR method and conventional method were 
carried out, respectively, to study the stability of the controlled system. Finally，the 
simulation results show that the control method based on CVR can significantly 
reduce the convergent time comparing to the conventional price perturbation method. 
3、Convernsional games were verbified and recursive computational verb games 
were developed by taking advantages of the modeling abilities of computational verb 
to dynamic characteristics. Six cooperative behaviors of recursive verb games are 
analyzed. In order to ease the simulations of the conventional recursive games and the 















coded using MATLAB GUI had been successfully designed and developed. 
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